
Paradise 581 

Chapter 581: Third Underground Floor 

 

It was six in the evening when Lin Huang and the rest cleared the twelve rooms on the second 

underground floor. In the presence of blue and purple flame-level monsters, they gave their all without 

holding back. Besides their ultimate move, Yi Zheng and Yi Yeyu had used almost all of their skills. 

Lin Huang noticed that Yi Zheng was the most powerful among the four of them where he was almost at 

the standard of someone at immortal-level rank-1. Leng Yuexin, on the other hand, was slightly weaker 

than Yi Zheng. Although she was not at immortal-level, she was not far from him and much more 

powerful than gold flame-level monsters. Yi Yeyu and Li Lang’s combat level was restricted as they were 

merely at the purple flame-level. If Yi Yeyu were to use her ultimate move that Lin Huang claimed to be 

a ‘lighter’, her ability would be comparable with Leng Yuexin. 

As they cleared the twelve rooms, Lancelot did not get to fight much. The couple of times he got 

involved was to kill sneaky monsters for Yi Yeyu and Li Lang. Under Lancelot’s protection, the both of 

them managed to fight the monsters one-on-one. It was the perfect opportunity for them to train their 

abilities. However, Lin Huang did not get to fight at all. All of the monsters that broke through their 

defensive circle to take an attempt at attacking Lin Huang were killed by Lancelot. 

The entrance to the third underground floor was in the fourth room in the second underground floor. 

After clearing the twelve rooms, they returned to the fourth room and walked down the stone staircase. 

“Xiao Yu, Xiao Li, you guys won’t be able to join in the battle on the third floor. You guys can watch.” Yi 

Zheng reminded the both of them. 

“I can use my flames…” Yi Yeyu was keen to help. 

“Xiao Yu, our main purpose in these ruins are to upgrade our abilities. Obtaining any treasures would 

have to come after that. It would be your loss if you rely on your flames instead of upgrading your 

abilities. Upgrading your abilities are similar to improving your foundation, the flames should only be 

used as your survival skill.” Yi Zheng hardly spoke like that to his sister but he could not help himself as 

he saw Yi Yeyu exploring her talent. 

Yi Yeyu went into silence as she heard that, she noticed that she had been depending on her flames 

recently. 

“There are four gold flame-level monsters downstairs. Your brother and Miss Leng should be able to 

handle them. Don’t worry, if they aren’t able to, I’m here.” Lin Huang said as he noticed the awkward 

atmosphere. 

“How do we do this? Two monsters for the each of us?” Leng Yuexin looked at Yi Zheng as they were 

near the end of the stairs. 

“I’ll take three monsters, you can come and help me after killing one. It’ll be more efficient.” Yi Zheng 

suggested. 



As they got to the end of the stairs, they arrived in a massive room. the size was more than twice bigger 

than the rooms in the second underground floor. Just when they arrived in the room, pairs of eyes were 

looking at the six of them from different directions. The four monsters located at the four corner of the 

room while they arrived in the middle of the room. 

“It seems like we’ll have to kill two monsters each.” Yi Zheng smiled awkwardly and dashed toward the 

two monster ahead. 

Without saying a word, Leng Yuexin disappeared as she turned around and appeared behind them, 

dashing toward the two monsters that were coming for them. The four monsters was the Crimson-Eyed 

Scorpion, the Violethaze Spider, the Spiky Helminth and the Scavenger Horseshoe. 

There were all venomous, and none of them were easy to handle especially the Spiky Helminth. It gave 

Yi Yeyu goosebumps when she looked at it. 

The Crimson-Eyed Scorpion was more than five meters long with a crystal clear body. Its eyes and tail 

were bloody red like a precious stone. It was not ugly but rather, it looked like an exquisite art piece. 

However, it would naturally be difficult to place this monster at home as an art piece. The Crimson-Eyed 

Scorpion would be at the gold flame-level one it became an adult and was extremely fast and 

venomous. Immortal-level humans who were at a low rank would not dare offend it. The venom stored 

in its tail could kill an immortal-level rank-3 human. 

The Violethaze Spider had long legs and a purple, venomous haze surrounding it. Humans that was 

below immortal-level might die from just breathing in the haze. Besides, as its fangs and legs were 

surrounded in a venomous haze all year round, the venom would be able to kill humans that were below 

immortal-level rank-2. The Violethaze Spider could also release a venom that could penetrate the pores 

on any creature. Within seconds, the venom-contaminated area would decay, bones and all. That was 

the reason why even an immortal-level human would not want to offend it. 

Meanwhile, the Spiky Helminth was a worm-like monster that was seven to eight meters long with 

colorful thorns on it. This monster had up to thousands of different venoms in its thorns. Once one came 

into contact, it would almost be incurable as the venom was a combination of an entire range of 

venoms. Although it moved slow and weak in attack, it was tough to handle. Aside from its venomous 

thorns, it could divide its body hundreds of times once it was separated. It would be hard to handle 

especially in the limited space that they had. 

Lastly was the Scavenger Horseshoe that was almost 10 meters long. It fed on carcasses and minerals of 

all sorts. Consuming minerals would change its body differently. Consuming sufficient elemental 

minerals would give it elemental strength while consuming sufficient metallic minerals would give it an 

extraordinary defensive ability. It applied to other minerals where it would be able to obtain various 

abilities from consuming different minerals. 

The Scavenger Horseshoe they were looking at must had consumed metallic minerals which caused it to 

look a darker shade of silver. Its defensive ability must be terrifying. Naturally, it was venomous as well. 

As soon as one was bitten, one would die from the decay that would happen on one’s body. As Lin 

Huang looked at the four monsters, he knew that it would be a tough battle for Yi Zheng and Leng 

Yuexin. 



“Lancelot, be ready to help.” Lin Huang spoke to Lancelot telepathically. The four monster were 

venomous and would spell trouble for the duo so Lin Huang got Lancelot to back them up. 

Chapter 582: Powerful Elemental Enlightenment 

 

Yi Zheng was fighting the Violethaze Spider and Scavenger Horseshoe Crab and they were tough. One 

excelled at mid-distance attacks while the other excelled at long-distance attacks. The dark silver 

Scavenger Horseshoe Crab had terrifying defensive abilities. Yi Zheng could not break its defenses with 

his normal attack, all he could do was to leave white trails on the monster’s back. Although using a 

powerful sword skill on the Scavenger Horseshoe Crab would work, it had a powerful healing ability that 

had an effect not unlike Enhanced Regeneration. Flesh would grow out from the wounds and it would 

be completely healed in mere seconds. 

On the other hand, the Violethaze Spider would concurrently attack in a random manner. It spat venom 

and spider webs occasionally but it remained at a distance as it attacked, seemingly realizing how 

powerful Yi Zheng was. Although it had a venomous haze surrounding it, it remained careful and did not 

dare to go near Yi Zheng as it attacked. As he was fighting the Scavenger Horseshoe Crab, Yi Zheng did 

not have the time to fight the Violethaze Spider. Fortunately, both monsters did not overpower him, 

making the battle seem like a stalemate. 

Meanwhile, Leng Yuexin was fighting the Crimson-Eyed Scorpion and the Spiky Helminth. The two 

monsters were on-point with their attacking tactics. Although the Spiky Helminth was not strong in its 

defenses, it was not afraid to be attacked at all. It played the role of a shield as it was close to Leng 

Yuexin. The Crimson-Eyed Scorpion on the other hand, maintained its distance as it carefully attacked 

using its venomous tail. 

Fortunately, the Spiky Helminth was slow and Leng Yuexin could manage them with her frost ability, 

preventing the two from doing anything to her. However, whenever she wanted to attack the Crimson-

Eyed Scorpion, she would be blocked by the Spiky Helminth’s thorns. The battle on this side was at a 

stalemate as well. More than ten minutes had passed, and Yi Zheng was irritated as the battle remained 

in a stalemate. 

“Lin Huang, without me and Ms. Leng, how confident are you that you can kill that immortal-level 

monster?” Yi Zheng shouted at Lin Huang. 

“100%.” Lin Huang gave the same answer as before. 

Yi Zheng did not use his ultimate move as it would drain his Life Power. Initially, he wanted to save that 

to help Lin Huang with the immortal-level monster. However, it seemed like he had underestimated Lin 

Huang as he did not need his help. 

In reality, Yi Zheng was still skeptical when Lin Huang said he could kill immortal-level monsters before 

entering the ruins. However, his doubts disappeared when he saw Lancelot fight. He was not judging the 

fact that Lancelot could go against an immortal-level rank-3 on his own but he guessed that Lin Huang 

had other powerful cards apart from Lancelot. After confirming that Lin Huang that he could kill an 

immortal-level monster on his own, Yi Zheng thought he did not have to save his Life Power for the 

immortal-level monster anymore. 



“Elemental Enlightenment, Blast!” 

“Level-2 Saber Dao!” 

Lin Huang’s eyes lit up when he saw Yi Zheng’s sword swing. Aside from the Saber Dao combination, it 

had a special charm to it. A purple spiraling light shot out at the speed of light from his saber, to the 

point that even the Scavenger Horseshoe Crab that had been defending against his attacks sensed how 

lethal the attack could be. However, it was too late when it realized this. 

The light on his saber pierced through the Scavenger Horseshoe Crab’s chest and shot out of its back. A 

hole of a fist size tore opened on the Scavenger Horseshoe Crab, allowing one to see through its body. 

With the intense pain came from its chest, the Scavenger Horseshoe Crab attempted to heal its wound 

but it found out that there was a special force left on its wound that it could not get rid of as it lost blood 

at an alarming rate. 

Ten seconds later, the Scavenger Horseshoe Crab that was acting as a shield was destroyed. It would still 

be fine if other parts of its body were injured, even if it could not heal them within a short period of 

time. However, Yi Zheng’s attack pierced through its heart. The fact that this happened was not due to 

Yi Zheng’s powerful abilities, it was the Scavenger Horseshoe Crab that underestimated his abilities to a 

certain extent. It would not have died if it had moved a couple of centimeters away. However, it was 

reckless and underestimated Yi Zheng, thinking that he could not do any harm to its carapace so it had 

lesser time to respond to the attack. 

Lin Huang was surprised when he saw Yi Zheng killing the Scavenger Horseshoe Crab. 

“There seems to be something else aside from his Saber Dao…” Lin Huang mumbled softly. 

“It’s the Elemental Enlightenment, Blast that boosted his speed and attack power,” Lancelot explained. 

“Elemental Enlightenment? I didn’t know it could be combined with Saber Dao… He was only on level-2 

in Sword Dao but his attack was as powerful as someone at level-3.” Lin Huang had yet to master 

Elemental Enlightenment. He thought it was refreshing as it was his first time witnessing such an ability. 

After killing the Scavenger Horseshoe Crab in one attack, Yi Zheng dashed and appeared in front of the 

Violethaze Spider. The Violethaze Spider spat venom at them as it attempted to get Yi Zheng to back off 

but that did not work. Yi Zheng swung his saber and the the purple spiralling light pierced through its 

half-open mouth. The spiralling glow on its saber then shot through the Violethaze Spider’s abdomen. 

After that, he backed off immediately without touching the venomous haze and the Violethaze Spider 

died before it disappeared. 

After killing two gold flame-level monsters in less than a minute, Yi Zheng turned around in an attempt 

to help Leng Yuexin. He saw that half of the room that she was in had frozen over. The Spiky Helminth 

was also frozen and could not move as Leng Yuexin fought the Crimson-Eyed Scorpion that had a white 

frost all over it, causing it to move slowly. 

“Let her handle them.” Lin Huang said to Yi Zheng. 

Yi Zheng nodded, put away the two monster carcasses and teleported himself to Lin Huang and the rest 

while watching Leng Yuexin fight. Leng Yuexin seemed to hear the conversation between Lin Huang and 

Yi Zheng earlier so she did not hold back as she fully showcased her frost attribute abilities. The frost in 



the half-frozen room began spreading until there was a layer of white frost under their feet. The room 

was now so cold that Li Lang and Yi Yeyu could no longer bear it anymore, let alone the extreme 

temperature that the two monsters Leng Yuexin were fighting had to suffer. 

“She should have already mastered Frost Enlightenment…” Yi Zheng looked serious. From what they 

were looking at, he was sure that Leng Yuexin’s ability no weaker than his. The forces Leng Yuexin had 

on her side from her ability was perfect to oppress these two monsters. The Spiky Helminth and 

Crimson-Eyed Scorpion were cold-blooded monsters, so the low temperature affected their movements 

tremendously. 

The Spiky Helminth was frozen while the Crimson-Eyed Scorpion was moving slowly from the low 

temperature. It was no longer as powerful as it was earlier. As Leng Yuexin confidently swung her saber, 

the area trailing the saber’s path frozen over. Soon, half of the room turned into a freezing hell. Even the 

Crimson-Eyed Scorpion could not escape its frozen fate and turned into an ice sculpture while the Spiky 

Helminth became completely frozen. 

Just when they were thinking if the two monsters were already killed, Leng Yuexin pulled her second 

saber out. There were blue flames on her saber as a terrifying force accumulated on it. 

“Blaze Enlightenment?!” Yi Zheng’s pupils shrunk as he watched, not expecting Leng Yuexin to have 

mastered two enlightenments. 

Soon, the flame on the saber peaked. Instead of attacking the two frozen monsters, Leng Yuexin stabbed 

her saber into the ice on the ground and as soon as the saber touched the ground, the ice around it 

went up in flames. The ice seemed like it was fueling the flames. Lin Huang pulled Li Lang and Yi Yeyu’s 

hands as he immediately backed off, Yi Zheng did the same. An intense spark appeared in front of them 

as an explosion was heard, causing the ground to shake violently. The collision of two enlightenments 

was terrifying. 

The entire room was swallowed by flames but Lancelot managed to defend against it with Dark Mirror. 

Soon, the explosive impact dissipated while the frost covering the two monsters disappeared. The two 

monsters disappeared as well but Leng Yuexin stood standing with her white trench coat. 

“What a terrifying skill.” Lin Huang smirked. 

Lancelot removed the Dark Mirror and all of them appeared near the wall on the other side of the room. 

“I’m sorry, it’s my first time using this in battle. I haven’t fully mastered its power.” Leng Yuexin shook 

her head while forcing a smile. 

“That should be able to kill an immortal-level rank-1 and injure an immortal-level rank-2.” Yi Zheng was 

impressed with Leng Yuexin’s skill. 

“Looks like I have to spend some time studying Elemental Enlightenment when I get back.” Lin Huang 

was half joking. 

“You haven’t mastered Elemental Enlightenment yet?” Yi Zheng was surprised. 

“Yea, I hardly use elemental force.” Lin Huang admitted. 

“Why not we enter the last room after our Life Power has recovered?” Leng Yuexin suggested. 



“Don’t worry, you guys can step aside and watch. Let me handle the last monster.” Lin Huang smirked 

and brought them to the last room. 

Chapter 583: Kaiserpede 

 

Lin Huang and the rest stopped once they arrived at the corridor of the last room on the third 

underground floor. 

“Don’t come in.” Lin Huang knew that Yi Zheng and the rest would not be able to handle the next battle. 

“Lancelot, stay here and protect them,” he turned around and instructed Lancelot. 

“Don’t you need my help?” Lancelot asked. 

“No.” As he replied, his supreme sword relic appeared in his hand. He did not use his ancient relic Air 

Slicer as it would drain too much of his Life Power. 

Yi Zheng and the rest were surprised to see his sword. 

“Do you plan to fight by yourself?” Leng Yuexin asked. She thought Lin Huang would summon one of his 

summoning monsters to kill the immortal-level monster instead of fighting himself. 

“Don’t worry, just watch.” Lin Huang shook his head and smiled. He knew he was underestimated by 

them. 

Lin Huang leaped with his sword and appeared in the last room. In the dark, twelve red lights lit up like 

twelve red lamps hanging ten meters off the ground. Then, chirping sounds were heard in the air like 

there was something crawling about and soon, a giant appeared less than twenty meters from Lin 

Huang. They finally saw how the immortal-level monster looked like. It was a gigantic black centipede, 

and aside from its black head, the twelve red lights that were similar to streetlamps were its twelve 

eyes. It was hundreds of meters long and had black, spiky legs attached to each joint. That aside, 

venomous spikes also protruded from its purplish-black back. 

“Kaiserpede!” Yi Zheng and the rest had their pupils shrink when they saw the monster. The Kaiserpede 

was a gigantic arthropod that was not unlike a centipede. It was a giant insect monster. Such monster 

would have a hundred pairs of legs when it reached adulthood and achieved the immortal-level. It 

would grow a pair of legs each year so when it lived until it was a thousand years old, it would have 

more than a thousand pairs of legs and would possibly at the imperial-level by then, making it a king. 

That was how the name Kaiserpede came about. 

The Kaiserpede was ferocious. When it was hungry, almost every living thing in the room would fall prey 

to its hunger. It also had terrifying venom, and the longer it lived, the more venomous it would become. 

A Kaiserpede that had just reached adulthood would usually be at immortal-level rank-1 but its venom 

would still be sufficient to kill a human at immortal-level rank-3. Its poisonous teeth was even more 

venomous, as a single bite could kill a human at immortal-level rank-4, possible even posing a huge 

threat to someone at immortal-level rank-5. 

Bloody could not identify its combat level as it was sleeping earlier. Looking at its 300 pairs of legs, it was 

obvious that it was at immortal-level rank-3. It was clear that immortal-level rank-6 and rank-7 monsters 



would not want to fight it in these ruins. Yi Zheng and the rest were shocked when they saw the 

monster’s appearance. 

“Hehehe… It’s been a long time since I last ate a human.” The Kaiserpede did not attack them when it 

noticed them but uttered those words instead. 

“It’s my first time seeing a living Kaiserpede!” Lin Huang looked up at his opponent. 

“It seems like you’re not afraid of me.” The Kaiserpede did not sense even an inkling of fear from Lin 

Huang at all. Instead, he was calm and he did not seem like he was pretending. 

“Kid, you’re only at the white flame-level, why aren’t you afraid of me? Do you have some hidden card 

that I don’t know about?” 

It seemed like it was not the first time the Kaiserpede had encountered humans. It had its guard up 

when it noticed Lin Huang’s odd behavior, possibly due to the fact that it might have fallen into a 

human’s trap before. 

“I’m not afraid of you because your ability isn’t at a level where it can make me fear you.” Lin Huang 

answered. 

The Kaiserpede then looked at the people behind Lin Huang. It peeped at Yi Zheng and the rest but 

stopped when it saw Lancelot. 

“A triple mutated gold flame-level monster… It might really pose a problem to me but that’s about it. If 

that’s all you got, I’m sorry to say that you guys might become my appetizer tonight.” The Kaiserpede 

figured that Lin Huang was an imperial censor. 

“It’s almost time for me to hunt for food outside after eating all of you.” 

“Too bad you won’t be eating dinner tonight.” Lin Huang smirked. 

Hearing Lin Huang and the Kaiserpede talking about dinner, Lancelot recalled the dried vegetable that 

he had in his hand and began munching on it. He seemed like he was unafraid of the battle that was 

about to begin. Yi Zheng and the rest glared at Lancelot, speechless. They could not understand how it 

was possible for him to be so casual about it. 

“Lancelot, does Lin Huang have summoning monsters that are more powerful than you?” Yi Yeyu could 

not help but ask. 

“With my current ability, he does.” Lancelot gave a short answer and did not want to reveal more. 

His answer surprised Yi Zheng and the rest, making them doubtful at the same time. 

“Why doesn’t he summon them now?” Leng Yuexin frowned, she thought Lin Huang was being careless. 

“Because he doesn’t need to.” Lancelot said that and proceeded to eat his dried vegetable. 

Lin Huang remained standing less than twenty meters from the Kaiserpede, not seeming like he was 

about to summon any of his monsters. 



“There’s a human saying that goes — the naive ones are fearless. I can finally understand what it means 

today. It’s great that your naivety would cause you to become my appetizer tonight.” The Kaiserpede 

learned about humans in the past but it did not think that Lin Huang was showing off before it. Instead, 

it thought he was being naive. Just as it said this, the Kaiserpede dashed toward Lin Huang, not unlike an 

agile baby snake as it appeared before Lin Huang in an instant. 

Yi Zheng and the rest were shocked when the Kaiserpede moved. It was so fast that they could not even 

respond in time. Suddenly, a white glow flashed in the air — it was the glow of a sword at the Pinnacle, 

level-5 Sword Dao and came from the sword in Lin Huang’s hand. That single swing of the sword had 

stopped the immortal-level rank-3 Kaiserpede. Lin Huang smirked as he looked at the giant monster 

before him. 

“You asked why am I not afraid of you. The reason is simple, it’s because I’m more powerful than you!” 

Chapter 584: Lin Huang Versus Kaiserpede 

 

Yi Zheng and the rest were shocked to see Lin Huang stop the Kaiserpede with one sword swing. Yi 

Zheng knew Lin Huang was powerful but he did not know Lin Huang was this powerful. Initially, he 

thought Lin Huang should be slightly weaker than him. No matter how powerful Lin Huang was, Lin 

Huang should not be more powerful than him. However, it seemed like he had underestimated Lin 

Huang. 

Meanwhile, Yi Yeyu and Li Lang were even more shocked than Yi Zheng was. They had witnessed his 

ability when he was at the gold-level and even then, he was already a genius. Now he was even more 

powerful than he was in the past. Lin Huang’s ability now was at an entirely new level to the both of 

them, he was even more terrifying than the legendary supreme genius. A supreme genius meant a 

human would be one level more powerful than their current combat level. Lin Huang was only white 

flame-level now but he could fight an immortal-level rank-3, that alone already exceeded the one-level-

higher rule. 

Of course, Leng Yuexin was the most surprised one among the four of them. The last time she met Lin 

Huang was at the Mystery Auction but she did not see him fight so she had no idea what Lin Huang’s 

ability was. She only knew that he had powerful summoning monsters like Tyrant, and had always 

thought that he would depend on his summoning monsters. If she did not witness the events unfolding 

before them with her own eyes, she would never believe anyone even if they told her that he was able 

to fight an immortal-level rank-3 monster when he was only at the white flame-level. 

“A white flame-level fighting against an immortal-level rank-3, I think I must be dreaming.” Li Lang’s jaw 

almost dropped, he even pinched his own cheeks. 

“Is this really the Lin Huang that I know? I’m suspecting if this guy reincarnated from a god.” Yi Yeyu 

snapped out of her shock. 

“I’ve always thought I’m quite talented and never believed that there’s any supreme genius that could 

fight a monster that’s a level higher in this world. I’ve never thought I would witness this with my own 

eyes today.” Yi Zheng forced out a smile. He was affected by how powerful Lin Huang was. 



“This guy… I’ve underestimated him.” Leng Yuexin looked envious. 

Lancelot was the only one who was not surprised. He proceeded to eat his dried vegetable calmly as he 

already knew how powerful Lin Huang was. The fight between Lin Huang and the Kaiserpede continued 

in the room. That one collision had made the Kaiserpede realize that Lin Huang was more powerful than 

he looked. Although it was still skeptical of Lin Huang’s ability, it was no longer relaxed anymore. 

“So you’re a supreme genius, no wonder you have the audacity to challenge me. A supreme genius must 

taste even more delicious than other humans! Hehehe…” The Kaiserpede had its guard up as Lin Huang 

managed to block its attack with a single swing of the sword. 

“That’ll depend if you have the capability to eat me.” Lin Huang smiled and gestured the Kaiserpede to 

come to him. 

“Is he crazy, he’s challenging an imperial-level monster. How nice would it be if I could do this one day.” 

Li Lang watched in excitement. 

“I think you should forget about it. Judging by your ability, even if you get to gold-level, you’ll definitely 

run away if you encounter an immortal-level rank-3 monster.” Yi Yeyu rolled her eyes as she insulted Li 

Lang, he was speechless. 

“I guess I can only fight an immortal-level rank-3 when I get to the complete gold flame-level. But I don’t 

think I could block the Kaiserpede’s earlier attack even when I’m at the complete gold flame-level.” Yi 

Zheng frowned and voiced his opinion. 

“This giant insect’s ability isn’t comparable with other insect-type monsters.” Leng Yuexin nodded and 

agreed. That single swing of his sword had revealed many details about him. 

“Brother, do you mean you won’t be able to fight Lin Huang now even if you’re at the complete gold 

flame-level?” Yi Yeyu was unhappy as she asked that. 

“I’ll definitely lose if he uses his summoning monsters. But if we’re fighting one-on-one, it’ll be a 50-50 

chance for me but naturally, it won’t be accurate as he has only shown very little of his current abilities.” 

Yi Zheng did not admit that he was weaker than Lin Huang. 

As they were chatting, Lin Huang and Kaiserpede had collided dozens of times in the room. Although the 

Kaiserpede was massive, its speed was terrifying. Each attack was like flowing water, so smooth that it 

must have peak control and had mastered control of its body. It used its advantages fully in each attack 

by incorporating its venomous thorns, powerful strength, and defensive abilities. Lin Huang was 

challenged. He had to admit that the Kaiserpede’s venomous thorns brought much trouble to him as the 

thorns grew randomly on its body without a fixed sequence. Most importantly, the Kaiserpede could 

shoot the thorns out of its body like a weapon, making it tough for Lin Huang to estimate as the thorns 

grew in random places. Without his Territory, he would be hit by the thorns many times. 

Another trouble he had was the Kaiserpede’s defensive ability. No matter how many times Lin Huang 

attempted to break its purplish-black shell, his swing of the sword only left scratches that looked like it 

was from a cat even though he had activated his Sword Dao. Besides, the monster had regenerative 

healing abilities. Even though it was not as powerful as Enhanced Regeneration, its healing ability was 

strong. The scratches that Lin Huang left on its body disappeared in less than a minute. 



“This fella is much more powerful than I imagined.” Lin Huang was considering to use his cards. After all, 

he did not use any sword skills throughout the collisions. 

“The Kaiserpede’s weakness is its joints, especially the one connected to its head,” Bloody said. 

“I know that but this guy is too agile, it’s moving all the time and its thorns keep coming at me, causing 

my attacks to miss its target.” Lin Huang had been trying to attack its joints but the Kaiserpede was 

careful. 

“Tackle its speed by being faster than it is.” Bloody suggested. 

Lin Huang was stunned to hear that. Soon he recalled something and smirked. 

“Faster than it? I know how I can do that!” 

Chapter 585: Endless Threads 

 

The Kaiserpede’s defensive ability was immensely powerful, with its only weakness being its joints. 

However, the 300 joints that it had looked similar to one another. With its terrifying high speed, it was 

hard to target a single joint repetitively. Bloody’s suggestion had enlightened Lin Huang. If it was fast, 

the only thing that you had to do was to be faster than the monster! Since he could not differentiate the 

joints, he attempted to attack the first joint at the back of its head! 

Lin Huang gave up his plan of attacking it by force the moment he was enlightened. Although he could 

kill the monster with his current ability, that method would be quite draining. 

“Our warm-up is over now. I’ll show you what I’ve got right now.” Lin Huang smirked. The white Life 

Power surrounding his sword now turned to lightning, turning the black sword into a white thunder 

sword in less than a second. Even the sword itself was a couple of centimeters longer now. 

“That was just a warm-up?!” Yi Zheng and the rest were shocked. 

“Is this the lightning attribute?” Yi Zheng was skeptical as he watched as he did not understand what Lin 

Huang was trying to do. 

“There’s no Elemental Enlightenment in this…” Leng Yuexin frowned. Without the Elemental 

Enlightenment, the attack would be useless on the Kaiserpede unless the attack was of a high enough 

level. The lighting that covered Lin Huang’s sword seemed to be regular lightning that was transformed 

from his Life Power. 

The Kaiserpede was initially stunned to see Lin Huang’s sword transformation but when it realized that it 

was just Life Power transforming to regular lightning, it burst out laughing. 

“I actually thought you were going to do something bizarre. This lightning will do me no harm even if it 

strikes me for the entire day!” 

“Really?” All Lin Huang did was smiled. The white lightning spread to his entire body as he dashed 

towards the monster at lightning speed. 

“That’s fast!” Even the Kaiserpede was shocked to see Lin Huang’s speed. 



Yi Zheng and the rest could not capture his movement any longer. All they saw was that Lin Huang had 

disappeared. In reality, Lin Huang had already teleported above the Kaiserpede’s head and before it 

could react, he swung his transformed, white-lightning sword at the first joint behind its head 

repetitively. His speed was so fast that he managed to swing his sword hundreds of times. 

“ROARRRR!” The Kaiserpede roared in agony, countless venomous thorns shooting towards Lin Huang. 

This time, he did not dodge but instead used a black mirror that appeared before him to block the 

attack. The thorns landed on the mirror, causing a shockwave to emanate from the collision but it was 

soon absorbed by the mirror and was reflected. The reflected thorns were targeted at the Kaiserpede’s 

joint behind its head where Lin Huang was swinging his sword at. 

The Kaiserpede’s thorns were no weaker than Lin Huang’s swinging sword. Many of the venomous 

thorns collided with the joint where Lin Huang was swinging his sword at and the Kaiserpede groaned 

from the pain. However, as the thorns targetted one of the bony joints, it was unaffected by the venom. 

The venom could harm itself if it managed to enter its bloodstream but it had a higher immunity to the 

venom so if it was poisoned, it would only some minor reactions but would not die. 

Since the attack failed, the Kaiserpede decided to run away. Although it had a stunning healing ability, it 

could not take Lin Huang’s repetitive attack on its joint. As soon as the joint broke, it would affect its 

movement immensely. The Kaiserpede moved its hundreds of legs in an attempt to rid itself of Lin 

Huang. 

“You’re running?!” Lin Huang shouted and chased it like a bolt of lightning. If he was fighting some other 

monster, he would have definitely remained standing on the monster’s back. However, the Kaiserpede 

had countless thorns on its back so there was nowhere that he could stay put at. The only thing he could 

do was to attack its joint as he pursued it by means of flight. The Kaiserpede’s constant change of speed 

and direction made it difficult for Lin Huang to attack the right joint, with only half of his attacks landing 

on the joint. 

The Kaiserpede knew that although its healing ability was tremendous, its joint would definitely break if 

Lin Huang did not stop attacking the same point. As soon as the joint broke, it would not be as agile as it 

was and at that point, it would definitely be killed. 

“Human, you’ve left me no choice!” The Kaiserpede knew that it could not hold back anymore or it could 

die in the hands of this white flame-level human genius. 

There was purple silk being secreted from the Kaiserpede’s thorns on its body. The silk was as thin as 

spider silk and they formed a web on the Kaiserpede’s back. Its body that was initially purplish-black was 

now completely black, as it the silk had absorbed all the purple. Lin Huang’s pupils shrunk as he this and 

he backed off immediately. He acted this way because the Kaiserpede was going to perform its ultimate 

move. 

It was called Endless Threads where it would use all the venom from its body to form a web in the air. 

The venomous web was like a contagious disease that would spread in the air, forming purple 

spiderwebs everywhere. The venomous silk could even penetrate into the pores of other creatures and 

invisible beads would enter one’s lungs as one breathed. Since it was the entirety of the venom 

accumulated in the Kaiserpede’s body, it could even cause the death of a human that was two ranks 

higher than the Kaiserpede within three minutes. 



The Kaiserpede was unwilling to perform this as the entirety of its venom would be cleared from its 

body and it would take it hundreds of years to accumulate such an amount. Another reason for its 

unwillingness was that it would degrade its own combat rank after performing this. 

“Seems like I’ve brought some trouble to myself…” Lin Huang did not expect the Kaiserpede to perform 

this so soon. 

“If this is the first time the Kaiserpede is doing this, perhaps everything within 60 kilometers might die 

when the venom spread with the current strength of its venom. The venom would stay for more than a 

month it fades.” Bloody estimated. 

“Lin Huang, let’s go before the venom spreads.” Yi Zheng knew that it was impossible to fight the 

Kaiserpede as soon as it used its ultimate move. 

“I really don’t want to do this to an immortal-level rank-3… I’d be bullying it.” Lin Huang shook his head 

helplessly. His white-lightning sword was now transformed into flames. 

“Flowing Fire Sword!” 

A white glow filled the entire room as Lin Huang said that. The only thing that Yi Zheng and the rest saw 

was a sword that was as bright as the sun releasing a white glow in Lin Huang’s hand, turning the entire 

room white. A shadow landed from the air as the white glow faded ten seconds later. There was no 

longer any purple silk in the room, and the gigantic Kaiserpede was nowhere to be seen. 

“Lin Huang, you’ve won?” Although he knew that, Li Lang asked that anyway. 

“Yes.” 

“Where’s the Kaiserpede? It ran away?” Yi Yeyu asked immediately. 

“Naturally, it’s dead.” Lin Huang shook his head and smiled. 

“The venom has been cleared?” Yi Yeyu was skeptical. 

“Yes, it’s been cleared. Don’t worry.” Lin Huang nodded. 

“The skill that you used…” Yi Yeyu proceeded to ask but Yi Zheng tapped her shoulder and shook his 

head. 

It was clearly Lin Huang’s ultimate move. Although Yi Zheng was curious regarding the exact move he 

used, he did not ask as he knew he would be crossing the line. Yi Yeyu then realized that it was 

inappropriate for her to ask that after Yi Zheng stopped her, so she nodded and held her tongue. 

“It’s a warehouse here, let’s see if there’s anything worth taking. Since there’s no treasure along the 

way, there should be some hidden in this room.” Lin Huang looked across the room but he saw nothing. 

As they spread out, Leng Yuexin found a hidden entrance to the basement. The entrance was disguised 

with a rock, and neither Bloody nor Lin Huang’s Territory managed to detect or sense anything odd. 

They walked down the stairs to the basement once they discovered the giant rock, and found a 

warehouse that was less than 200 square meters. All of the cabinets had collapsed, with a pile of 



Emperor Heart Rings, weapons, armor, and assorted relics in good condition spread on the ground. 

There were also various military equipment replicas but they were now obsolete. 

Bloody gave the final calculation after checking out the items. 

“There’s a total of 3,587 Emperor’s Heart Rings, 327 expert-grade relic replicas in good condition, 511 

relics and other miscellaneous items, some Life Crystal pieces, and some minerals. 

“Not bad!” Lin Huang was satisfied with what they found. 

“Same old rule, we divide them equally.” 

As they put away all the measure into their storage rings according, Lin Huang brought them out from 

the basement, all the while attempting to figure out how he was going to explain the ruins to them. 

“Many monsters are coming out of the basement!” Bloody said as they arrived at the first underground 

floor. 

Chapter 586: Grade-5 Ruins! 

 

Bloody did not bring good news this time. The moment the Kaiserpede was killed, Bloody put its 

parasites on it. Immortal-level rank-3 was the maximum level of a monster that Bloody can put its 

parasites in. The information that this chief-level monster knew about was much more than the other 

monsters that Bloody put its parasites on earlier. 

According to the memories that Lin Huang retrieved, the Kaiserpede that he killed had been in this ruins 

for many years. The most powerful monster in this ruins was not at the imperial-level, as three demigod 

remnants along with a mysterious monster. He thought it was a grade-4 ruin where an imperial-level 

was the most powerful, only realizing how wrong he was after reading the Kaiserpede’s memories, it 

was a grade-5 ruin with demigods in it! 

The three demigod remnants and the mysterious monster required a massive amount of flesh energy so 

the ruins would have a blood sacrifice every month. After the killing ended, all the monster carcasses 

would be sacrificed to the demigods and the mysterious monster. Every month, the three demigod 

remnants would fight with the mysterious monster to decide who would get the sacrifice. If the 

sacrifices were insufficient, the three demigod remnants and the mysterious monster would kill the 

monsters themselves. 

Lin Huang knew very well that the blood sacrifice would not cause the monsters in the ruins to go 

extinct. As soon as the monsters in the ruins dwindled in population, the ruins would be reset. A Virtual 

Eye would open and a massive amount of monsters would enter. What Lin Huang was concerned about 

was the blood sacrifice that would happen three days later. The three demigod remnants and the 

mysterious monster would awake from their slumber. 

“Three more days, do we really leave our journey behind just like that?” Lin Huang was upset. Although 

he had the ruin key with him so he could enter once again, the next time had to be a year later. The 

blood sacrifice would affect all living things, even hiding in the foothold would be unsafe as the 

monsters around them would search for things to kill. There would be no safe havens in the ruins. With 



Lin Huang’s current ability, he could definitely fight an immortal-level monster. However, if he 

encountered an imperial-level monster, he was not so confident that he could defeat it even with his 

ultimate ability. That was the reason he was considering to leave the ruins before the blood sacrifice 

began. 

Another thing that Lin Huang had in his mind was how he was going to explain this to the rest. Just as he 

was deep in thought, Bloody spoke, “There’re many monsters coming out from the basement?” 

“It’s already dark outside?” Lin Huang was stunned. 

“Yes, it’s time for them to hunt.” Bloody answered. 

The hunting time was during the night between the sunset of that particular day and the sunrise the 

following morning. This was not the monthly blood sacrifice, but was the food hunt that every monster 

would participate in every night in the ruins. They would not invade any of the monster lairs so it was 

safe for Lin Huang and the rest to hide in the underground warehouse. The warehouse used to be the 

Kaiserpede’s lair, so the monsters would usually avoid the place when they were in its vicinity. 

“What’s wrong, Lin Huang? You don’t look very good.” Leng Yuexin noticed Lin Huang’s concerned 

expression. 

“It’s dark outside, Bloody just told me that there’re monsters hunting for food on the ground.” Lin 

Huang kept quiet as he organized his thoughts to give them the news. 

“How many monsters are there?” Yi Zheng asked. 

“Quite a lot of them and it’s getting more.” Bloody spoke out loud, sounding like a young boy. 

“How about their combat level? Can you sense that?” Yi Zheng asked again. 

“The most powerful one is at the imperial-level.” Bloody had not detected any imperial-level monsters 

yet, it said that as it was Lin Huang’s instruction. 

“So this is actually a grade-4 ruin!” Yi Zheng frowned while the rest looked concerned. If it was a grade-3 

ruin, the most powerful monster would only be at the immortal-level. It was worth the journey for them 

as the rewards were lucrative. However, a grade-4 ruin would be too risky as they might die if they 

encountered an imperial-level monster. 

“Are you sure there’s an imperial-level monster?” Leng Yuexin asked Bloody, attempting to confirm the 

fact. 

“I’m sure! And there are more than one of them wandering out there right now.” Bloody replied without 

thinking twice. 

“A grade-4 ruin… We aren’t qualified for such a high-level ruin yet.” Yi Zheng went silent for a moment 

before he spoke to Lin Huang. 

“Judging by our current combat level, this ruin is just too risky.” He added. 

“I agree with Brother Zheng. Lin Huang, maybe we should leave.” Li Lang was convinced. With his 

abilities now, he could not even fight an immortal-level, let alone an imperial-level monster. 



“We’ve just been here for a few days and you guys want to leave? Such scaredy-cats!” Yi Yeyu voiced 

her disagreement. 

“It would take the ruins a year to reopen, and we’ve only been here for such a short period of time. If 

we leave now, we can only come back next year.” Leng Yuexin was unwilling to leave as well. 

“That’s right, aside from some dead person’s Emperor’s Heart Rings, we haven’t even gotten anything 

valuable yet!” Yi Yeyu was on the same side as Leng Yuexin. 

“I agree with Brother Zheng, we should come back next year since we can’t fight the monsters.” Li Lang 

was ready to leave. 

“Lin Huang, what do you think?” Leng Yuexin remained calm when she asked Lin Huang. 

“I think we should stay for a few days, it’s better to figure out what’s happening instead of just leaving 

like that. If we’re sure that the risk is more than what we can stomach, it’s never too late to leave at that 

point.” Lin Huang suggested. 

“I agree with Lin Huang. We aren’t sure of anything yet, is it necessary to scare ourselves like that?” Yi 

Yeyu was pissed at Yi Zheng insisting on retreating. 

“I think we should try staying for a few more days, it’s not easy to come here after all.” Leng Yuexin 

agreed with Lin Huang. 

“Alright then…” Yi Zheng finally compromised. He did not want to leave as well but suggested that as he 

was thinking about everyone’s safety. 

“Since all of you insist on staying, I’ll go along with you then.” Li Lang was scared but he made a 

compromise. 

Soon they arrived at the entrance of the first underground floor. 

“Let’s hide our aura before going up. We should see those monsters ourselves.” Lin Huang stood at the 

bottom of the well and pointed upward. The rest nodded and flew slowly out of the well. 

Chapter 587: Coming To An Agreement 

 

The five of them activated their supreme relics to hide their aura before leaving the well. They had 

prepared the relics before entering the ruins, to be used to sneak away and escape. The relic could be 

used to hide the aura of those below imperial-level, but even those at the imperial-level could hide their 

aura to certain extent. As they got out of the well, the five of them followed the path of the wreckage 

and arrived at its entrance. 

The five of them needed to get out from the wreckage. The sun had set, and the sky was dark. There 

were many monsters wandering around, at least hundreds of them within their field of vision. 

“There are a couple of immortal-level monsters.” Yi Zheng did not bother about the holy fire-level 

monsters as he scanned for more powerful monsters among them. Soon he noticed four immortal-level 

monsters. 



As the sky was getting dark, more and more monsters appeared in the ruins. Many of them crawled out 

of the cracks on the ground. There were all sorts of monsters in the ruins. Aside from flesh monsters, 

there were many skeleton monsters that ranged from those at the holy fire-level to immortal-level as 

well. To top it all off, there were monsters in human form as well. However, the skeleton monsters 

seemed to be the rivals of the flesh monsters as they would fight when they encountered one another. 

“These spirit-type skeleton monsters must be the civilians who used to stay in this war ruins. The flesh 

monster should come later from the Virtual Eye.” Leng Yuexin observed and gave a guess. Lin Huang 

nodded as he knew that from the Kaiserpede’s memories since the beginning. The spirit monsters did 

not only kill the flesh monsters, there seemed to be a rivalry between human skeletons and monster 

skeletons as well. Meanwhile, the flesh monsters killed mainly for food while the skeletons fought to 

survive. 

“It seems like they don’t dare to come near this ruins that we’re at.” Yi Yeyu thought that was odd. 

“Perhaps this used to be the Kaiserpede’s territory. Although the Kaiserpede was only immortal-level 

rank-3, its venom was terrifying as monsters below immortal-level rank-6 wouldn’t even dare to offend 

it. It was considered to be the boss of these ruins.” Yi Zheng voiced his guesses. 

“The number of monsters are increasing now…” Li Lang was concerned as he watched the wandering 

monsters. Aside from holy fire-level monsters, there was a growing number of immortal-level monsters 

as well. They could see almost ten immortal-level monsters within their field of vision. 

“Although we haven’t seen any imperial-level monsters, looking at the number of immortal-level 

monsters, Bloody’s investigation shouldn’t be wrong. This really is a grade-4 ruin.” Leng Yuexin frowned. 

“I think we’re done watching, let’s go back underground.” Lin Huang was relieved as they now knew the 

danger of the ruins. 

They nodded and began retreating. Suddenly, Li Lang accidentally stepped on a withered branch which 

caused a cracking sound. All of them stopped moving and looked far away, as a couple of monsters 

looked in their direction. Some of them hesitated but they did not come near. However, two gold flame-

level monsters walked carefully towards them after some hesitation. 

“Busted!” All of them thought. 

Before Lin Huang did anything, Lancelot stepped outside showing himself. He shot a deadly stare deadly 

at the two monsters that were coming close. The monsters stopped walking but without waiting for 

their response, Lancelot swung his sword and two monster heads flew, causing blood to spurt 

everywhere. The monsters nearby looked at Lancelot in fear, including the immortal-level monsters. 

Lancelot scanned the surroundings and dragged the two monster carcasses back to his location. 

The monsters around started walking away from the area. The immortal-level monsters that were 

looking at them, looked away immediately, no planning to fight them anytime soon. Aside from Lin 

Huang, the rest of them were trembling. It was Bloody who asked Lancelot to do that. If humans 

exposed themselves here, the monsters would definitely attack them without hesitation. However, it 

was a different case if it was Lancelot. The monsters would only think that a powerful monster had 

appeared in the vicinity. The territory used to belong to the Kaiserpede, so the appearance of Lancelot 

would mean that the Kaiserpede had a powerful guard with it. That was the reason why the immortal-



level monsters ignored the incident earlier. They were not afraid of Lancelot but were afraid of the 

Kaiserpede instead. 

“It’s okay now, let’s go.” Lin Huang brought them underground after confirming that everything was 

okay. Within the span of a few minutes, Leng Yuexin froze the entire room in the first underground 

floor. They took out mats from their storage space and sat together after getting rid of the odor in the 

room. 

“Now we can confirm that this is at least a grade-4 ruin.” Lin Huang was the first one who spoke. 

“At least?” They looked at him. 

“Not seeing a demigod doesn’t mean that there aren’t any demigods in these ruins. So, we can only 

identify it as a grade-4 ruin at the moment.” Lin Huang explained. 

“Lin Huang, is there something that you didn’t tell us? If you treat us as your friends, you shouldn’t keep 

secrets from us.” Leng Yuexin could not help but ask him as this was not the first time she noticed his 

odd behavior. 

“Alright then, I’ll tell you all about these ruins.” Lin Huang nodded after a moment of silence. Leng 

Yuexin managed to force Lin Huang to tell them about the ruins. They were excited when they knew 

about the existence of demigod remnants and mysterious monster in this ruins. 

“This is such important information, why didn’t you tell us since the beginning?” Li Lang questioned him. 

“I didn’t know this in the beginning, I’ve only found out about this after encountering the Kaiserpede. I 

read its memories after killing it…” Lin Huang felt helpless. 

They were shocked to hear about his ability to be able to read a dead monster’s memories as it sounded 

too bizarre. Now they understood why Lin Huang kept it a secret. 

“Then… Can you read inherited memories as well?” Li Lang was curious. 

“I can’t read information that’s sealed.” Lin Huang hid part of the truth as Bloody’s ability was too 

stunning as it was able to unseal memories that were below demigod. 

“Such a powerful ability…” Yi Zheng paused, organized his thoughts before proceeding. 

“We’ll keep the secret, there won’t anyone else who’ll know this aside from us.” 

“I found out about these ruins from the Cavernous Devil but it didn’t have anything about the 

Kaiserpede.” Lin Huang explained. 

“We won’t ask further about your ability. What we should talk about now is that whether we should 

explore this ruins any further. After all, it was you who said that there’ll be a blood sacrifice three days 

later and that no living thing would be able to escape from this war.” Yi Zheng said. 

“No monster would dare invade this room. Firstly, is due to the fact that the Kaiserpede used to live 

here, and secondly, we hid our aura so no monsters are able to sense our existence. However, we can’t 

head out at night as it’s the monsters’ hunting time so we can only hunt for monsters during the day.” 



“About the blood sacrifice three days later, monsters would definitely come here so I think it’s wise to 

stay here. The entrance is only this big so there’s only a limited amount of monsters that can come in 

each time. That aside, this underground area is made of special materials, so even an imperial-level 

monster wouldn’t be able to destroy it. As long as we get through this the first time, we’re safe for the 

entire month.” Lin Huang voiced out what he thought. 

“But what should we do if an imperial-level or one that has an even higher rank than an imperial-level 

monster come in? There’s only one exit, there’s no way we can run if powerful monsters come in!” Yi 

Zheng was concerned. 

“That’s why I’m thinking we should conquer a few more sites for the next two days and pin the location 

of the sites on the dimensional relic. If powerful monsters come into any of the sites, we could go to 

another site using the dimensional relic. If the second site was invaded, we could go to the third site!” 

Lin Huang got that idea from Bloody. 

Their eyes lit up. 

“There’re a limited number of imperial-level monsters in the ruins, it’s impossible that we have such bad 

luck that all the imperial-level monsters will come to us. Moreover, we have Bloody to observe if there’s 

any foothold that has monsters that aren’t out of our league.” Lin Huang proceeded to convince them, 

hoping they would stay to go through this together. 

“That’s a great idea, I’m standing on Lin Huang’s side this time!” Li Lang was excited. 

“I think it’s worth the risk. We will have one month of safety if we get through this one night.” Yi Yeyu 

agreed as well. 

“I think this plan is workable. It’s a grade-5 ruin after all, as long as we get through this, we’ll have great 

rewards for the following month.” Leng Yuexin nodded. 

“Alright then, although it’s a little risky, the plan sounds workable. We should discuss the details.” Yi 

Zheng was silent before nodding. 

After some discussions, the five of them finally came to an agreement. 

Chapter 588: God Crasher 

 

Soon, three days had passed. Lin Huang panted as he looked at the gigantic monster carcass on the third 

underground floor. He used seven Life Wheels of Life Power to kill the immortal-level rank-4 Ghoul 

Spider. It had the most powerful energy that he had ever encountered since he leveled-up to holy fire-

level. He put away the monster carcass into his storage as he caught his breath while Yi Zheng and the 

rest walked to him. 

“Are you alright?” Leng Yuexin asked in concern. 

“I’m alright, just that it drained my Life Power.” Lin Huang smiled as he shook his head. 

“You can even kill an immortal-level rank-4 monster, that’s ridiculous!” Li Lang exclaimed. 



“The most powerful skill that the Ghoul Spider has is that it could control monster carcasses. Since we’ve 

cleared all of them along the way, that was equivalent to clearing its back-ups. Besides, it wasn’t the 

most powerful among the immortal-level rank-4 monsters. That’s how I managed to kill it, I might not be 

able to do so if I encounter other monsters on the same level.” Lin Huang knew very well that he could 

fight immortal-level rank-4 monsters now. However, it was difficult for him to kill one unless it was 

weaker compared to monsters of the same level. 

“Your ability is terrifying enough to be able to fight an immortal-level rank-4 monster by yourself. You’re 

only at the white flame-level after all.” Yi Yeyu consoled him. 

“I’m alright. Let’s collect the rewards while I rest.” Lin Huang nodded at Yi Yeyu as he crossed his legs in 

the middle of the air. The rest followed Bloody to collect the rewards. 

Just as they were looking at the rewards that were piled up, Li Lang shouted out of nowhere while the 

rest looked shocked. Lin Huang had just closed his eyes for a few minutes, but he still opened his eyes 

and looked at them. 

“It can’t be, is this really a God Crasher?” Li Lang said loudly. 

Lin Huang was stunned when he heard that, he teleported himself to them. They were surrounding a 

black cannon that was three meters long with complicated golden patterns on it. 

Yi Zheng and Yi Yeyu could not help themselves as they touched the cannon. Since they were born in a 

military family, such military relics were like a gift to them. The both of them did not say a word after 

touching the cannon. 

“So is this a God Crasher? Say something.” Li Lang urged the both of them. 

“Why do you need to ask that? Can’t you tell this is obviously a God Crasher?” Yi Yeyu glared at him. 

Lin Huang was shocked to hear Yi Yeyu’s confirmation. He had never seen a God Crasher before but he 

had heard of it. It was a weapon that was created more than 800 years ago by humans to fight powerful 

monsters. As it was created mainly to kill demigod-level monsters, it got the name God Crasher. 

Although the name was cool, the God Crasher did not manage to kill any demigods. Even the most 

powerful third edition God Crasher could only harm a demigod but not kill it. However, as long as there 

were sufficient energy crystals, the God Crasher could kill imperial-level monsters. 

Yi Zheng frowned after going through the God Crasher thoroughly. 

“Brother, it can’t be used anymore?” Yi Yeyu asked immediately when she noticed his expression. 

“It still can be used, but at most, we’d be able to use it one or two more times. As the third edition of 

God Crasher’s power was too strong, it can only tolerate ten attacks before it becomes useless. Looking 

at the level of damage on this cannon, it has probably been used for at least seven times. Since it’s 

placed in this medium foothold, it must have been thrown away by somebody else. It’d be great if it 

could even be used once since it’s been here for so many years. It’s basically a collectible now.” Yi Zheng 

shook his head. 

“I’ll have this, deduct this from my reward based on the value.” Yi Yeyu put away the God Crasher into 

her storage space immediately. 



“Hey, why would you want it when you don’t even know how to operate it?” Yi Zheng was upset as he 

wanted the item more than Yi Yeyu did. 

“Didn’t you say this is more like a collectible?” Yi Yeyu stared at Yi Zheng. 

“But it might still be able to be used.” Yi Zheng was annoyed. 

“I don’t want to use it, it would be spoiled if I do. The value would remain high if I treat it as a 

collectible.” Yi Yeyu insisted. 

“It’ll be useless in your hands, be a good girl and give it to your brother.” Yi Zheng attempted to 

persuade her. 

“Go away! I’m not a kid!” Yi Yeyu became mad. 

“Lin Huang, this item…” After his failed attempts, Yi Zheng looked at Lin Huang with a pitiful expression. 

“There’s nothing that I can do since it’s family related matters. The item isn’t with me anyway, solve 

your own problems, alright?” Lin Huang opened his arms wide. 

The two of them fought for the God Crasher until Bloody had calculated all the items. 

“4,112 Emperor’s Heart Rings, 301 expert-grade relics in good condition, one God Crasher, 528 other 

treasure, miscellaneous items, and some minerals.” 

“It’s only past four in the afternoon, let’s end our day here. The blood sacrifice will start in less than 

three hours. We’ve drained ourselves from the battles just now, let’s rest before the blood sacrifice 

begins.” Lin Huang looked at the time and said. 

Hearing that the blood sacrifice was commencing, Yi Zheng and Yi Yeyu finally stopped fighting while 

Leng Yuexin and Li Lang wore a serious expression on their faces. They soon found an empty space in 

the warehouse and rested, getting ready for the war tonight. 

Throughout the three days, Lin Huang and the rest occupied themselves by conquering four medium 

sites, three small sites, and pinned all of the site locations on the dimensional relic. They rested well 

every night as there were no monsters coming to them where they hid. 

Aside from the seven sites that they had conquered, they had found a large site with an imperial-level 

monster and a medium site with two immortal-level rank-5 monsters. They decided not to go to those 

sites after careful consideration. In reality, Lin Huang hesitated before coming to this particular site with 

immortal-level rank-4 monsters. Without the help of his cards, he did not have the confidence to kill the 

Ghoul Spider. It was fortunate that he finally managed to kill it. 

Time passed in the ruins, Lin Huang and the rest had enough rest in the warehouse while the sky was 

getting dark. The empty ground in the ruins was now filled with monsters from the underground floors. 

It was extra crowded tonight, in the few hours after the sun set, there were more than tenfold the 

amount of monsters than it usually had. 

“The blood sacrifice is commencing!” Bloody said to Lin Huang. 

Chapter 589: The Blood Sacrifice Begins 



 

The sky was completely dark in the ruins, the quiet ruins now filled with at least hundreds of billions of 

them monsters. There were hundreds of imperial-level monsters alone, tens of thousands of immortal-

level monsters as well as millions of holy fire-level monsters. Almost all of the living monsters got out of 

the underground for the monthly blood sacrifice. If such a terrifying monster horde appeared in 

Division7, it would bring major disasters if it was not destroyed. 

Lin Huang and the rest were watching the projection from Bloody’s Life Power in the third underground 

floor. They turned pale when they looked at the number of monsters in the projection, including Lin 

Huang, he was pale too. 

“I didn’t know there were so many monsters hiding in these ruins!” Li Lang was shocked to see the 

monsters in the projection, he opened his mouth wide as he watched. 

“The amount has exceeded the apocalypse-grade monster horde!” Even Yi Yeyu who was usually 

courageous had fear in her eyes. 

“Not only are their numbers scary, I can sense the immense power these monsters that are beyond my 

imagination through the projection. I feel defeated just by standing here.” Yi Zheng looked at the 

monsters in the projection in fear. 

“Grade-5 ruins are much scarier than I imagined.” Leng Yuexin frowned. 

If they were not watching this with their own eyes, Lin Huang would not believe that these ruins had so 

many monsters. 

“This world is so much richer than we imagined…” Lin Huang exclaimed. 

He had been to many places in Division 7, even more than most holy fire-level human had ever been. 

However, those were just a small part of Division 7. There were more than 8,000 footholds in Division 7, 

and Lin Huang had only been to less than 100 of them. Including the wild zones and danger zones 

outside of the foothold, he had only been to 1% of Division 7. To some extent, he was still a frog in a 

well. There were many places that he had never been and many sceneries that he had never seen. 

It was his first time seeing so many monsters as he looked at the number of monsters in the projection. 

It was overwhelming just by looking at it. However, he knew that there must be places in this world that 

were even more stunning than the projection that he was looking at. It reminded him of video that he 

saw when he was on earth. It was a video comparing earth and other planets. When compared, the 

earth was just an insignificant speck of dust in the galaxy. At the end of the video, the galaxy was mere 

dust in the universe while humans were just sentient beings on a speck of dust. It was such an 

insignificant existence. 

That made Lin Huang think about the world that he was currently in. How big the places were outside 

the twelve safe zones. Aside from this world, are there any other worlds that were even bigger than 

this? 

“I’ve no idea how big these ruins are, but I know this is definitely bigger than an A-grade foothold.” Li 

Lang thought Lin Huang was talking about how big these ruins were so he initiated the topic. 



Lin Huang snapped out of his thoughts and smiled as he shook his head, he did not bother to correct Li 

Lang. 

When it was 8 p.m. sharp, a human voice was heard. 

“Fight!” 

The voice pierced through the ground and it was loud and clear to them. They were shocked to hear 

that. In reality, the voice was loud and clear to all the lifeforms in the ruins. As the voice was heard, all of 

the monsters became frantic. The ruins were similar to a boiling kettle, as its atmosphere boiled. 

Bloody projected the seven footholds that they had conquered, the war started as the voice was heard. 

Countless monsters began frantically attacking their rivals. Many skeletons were attacking the flesh 

monsters while human skeletons attacked the monster skeletons. Besides, there were flesh monsters of 

all types killing other flesh monsters. It looked like all the monsters in the entire ruins had gone crazy. 

Within a few minutes, many monsters were killed and the once dry land was now soaked with blood. 

Lin Huang and the rest were shocked as they watched the monsters from the projection. 

“These monsters seem like they’ve lost their mind.” Yi Zheng gulped. 

“It’s not that they’ve lost their mind but more like they’re required to fight. If there aren’t enough 

monsters for the blood sacrifice, the demigods and the mysterious monster would kill the monsters 

themselves. There are still chances to live for the monsters who were more powerful but as long as the 

demigods and mysterious monster comes out to fight, there won’t be a chance for them to live.” Lin 

Huang shook his head as he frowned. 

“It seems like they’re not planning to fight into these sites.” Leng Yuexin was slightly relieved as she did 

not see any monster crowd invading the sites. 

“They’ll go to the sites after they’ve killed all monsters around them.” Lin Huang explained helplessly. All 

of them were stunned to hear that. 

“We can’t escape from the fight, let’s just hope that we encounter weaker monsters.” Lin Huang shook 

his head and forced out a smile. 

Time passed by in the ruins, as more and more monster carcasses appeared on the ground while the 

blood flowed into a river, but the massacre still continued. The fight had come to an end in many places 

once it was past 12 midnight. The ones that won near the site that Lin Huang and the rest were hiding at 

was an imperial-level gigantic bear leading its team. 

“We can’t stay here anymore, the gigantic bear is an imperial-level. I think they’ll come here in less than 

two hours.” Lin Huang was ready to leave. 

The rest did not say anything all they had seen how powerful the gigantic bear was from the projection. 

In the fighting, the bear summoned its Life Castle which was a terrifying hammer. It only took the bear 

three swings to kill the other imperial-level monster. It was clear that the bear was one of the more 

powerful imperial-level monsters. 



“We can’t go to site No.3 any longer.” Leng Yuexin said. The numbering of the sites followed the 

sequence they conquered it at. The site that they were in was the last one, which was No.7. Site No.3 

was conquered a few days back. 

They looked at the projection immediately when they heard Leng Yuexin. The battle near site No.3 was 

ending, and the one that won was naturally another imperial-level monster. It was a powerful ant 

monster with an ant army. The ant monster’s Life Castle was a gigantic nest with tens of thousands of 

ant monster formed from Life Power. They were all transcendent-level and more than ten of them were 

immortal-level. Once the Life Castle was summoned, countless Life Power ant monsters dashed out of it. 

Once the ant monsters were dead, they would return to the nest as Life Power and reemerge as ant 

monsters again, seemingly in an endless stream. The ant monster alone could not fight the gigantic bear, 

but the bear could do nothing to it as an ant army. If the bear’s army was not as powerful as they were, 

their abilities would be definitely inferior to the ant army. 

“We can’t go to sites No.1 and No.4 as well…” Yi Zheng said. The two sites were now occupied by 

imperial-level monsters. Although fight had yet to end, the results did not really matter. 

“There are imperial-level monsters in the four medium sites that we’ve conquered… How about the 

remaining three?” Lin Huang looked at the remaining three small sites. 

“Site No.2 has an immortal-level rank-8 monster while site No.6 has an immortal-level rank-7 monster,” 

Bloody said as Lin Huang looked on with concern. 

“There’s an immortal-level rank-4 monster near site No.5,” said Bloody as Lin Huang quickly looked at 

the projection. Although the fight was ongoing, it seemed like it was going to end soon. If everything 

was in their expectation, the immortal-level rank-4 vine monster would win. It seemed to be a parasite 

as all of its followers had a transparent thread on their heads. 

“Let’s go to site No.5!” Lin Huang made his decision. 

Chapter 590: Puppet Vine 

 

Out of the seven sites, only site No.5 site was the safest one. Lin Huang and the rest did not have any 

other option apart from that. The five of them and Lancelot stepped into the dimensional relic without 

hesitation. They arrived at site No.5 which was on the second underground floor 6,000 kilometers away. 

There were only two floors beneath this small site, and the size was only a quarter of the size of a 

medium site. 

Bloody projected the battles when they arrived at site No.5. The imperial-level gigantic bear that was 

near site No.7 began to attack other sites. Meanwhile, the battle in the No.3 site was over. The imperial-

level ant monster had killed all of the monsters thousands of meters around it. The battles were still 

going on in other sites. 

Soon, the battle ended in site No.5 where they were located. As expected, the immortal-level rank-4 

parasitic vine won. It was controlling its parasites to invade other monster lairs. 

“The parasites will come to this small site in an hour,” Bloody said. 



“We’ve got an hour, please be prepared. This should be a tough one.” Lin Huang passed Bloody’s 

message to the rest. 

“It’s a parasitic monster, can we fight it?” Yi Zheng frowned. 

They had seen the parasite monster fought in the projection, it seemed to be even more powerful than 

the Ghoul Spider that Lin Huang killed not long ago with its seamless parasitic ability. 

“I’m not sure since I haven’t fought it.” Lin Huang could not guarantee if he could kill the parasite 

monster without the help of his cards. However, he was not afraid. If he could not handle it, he could 

use a Transformation Card to level-up to gold flame-level. 

“You’re not sure! We might be the monster’s parasites if we lose, that would be worse than dying.” Li 

Lang complained. 

“I mean I’m not sure about my ultimate move.” Lin Huang smiled. 

“What if you use your ultimate move? Are you confident?” Li Lang asked. 

“I’d only need a swing of the sword.” Lin Huang smirked and looked confident. 

They looked at him with their eyes wide opened. 

“Stop messing around, just tell us if you have the confidence to win. If not, we’ll have to think of other 

ways.” Yi Yeyu was stunned and thought Lin Huang was not being serious. He might have said that just 

to tone down the tense situation. 

“What the hell you got me.” Li Lang realized Lin Huang might be kidding when he heard what Yi Yeyu 

said. 

“I’m not messing around.” Lin Huang looked at them calmly. 

Although it did not make sense for a white flame-level to kill an immortal-level rank-4 monster with 

merely one sword swing, looking at how serious Lin Huang was, they did not doubt him anymore. There 

were secret skills in this world that could increase a person’s ability tremendously in a short period of 

time. It was possible for Lin Huang to master such secret skill, his master was Mr. Fu after all. In reality, 

Lin Huang planned to use such secret skill to mask the effect of his activated Transformation Card. 

After confirming that how powerful Lin Huang’s ultimate move was, they stopped dwelling on the 

question. Time was passing by as they stared closely at the projections. The battles sites No.1 and No.4 

ended soon. One was taken over by a human skeleton monster while another was won by a Black Boa 

King. Both of them were imperial-level, and were just slightly weaker than the gigantic bear in site No.7. 

All the winners were tough to handle. 

Meanwhile, the killing spree of the immortal-level rank-4 parasitic vine in No.5 site went on. It did not 

drain its energy, on the contrary, it was getting more and more powerful and it had more and more 

parasitic hosts following it. In less than an hour, it already had five immortal-level hosts following it, 

including two immortal-level rank-3 monsters. What Yi Zheng and the rest were concerned about was 

the hosts that the parasitic vine was controlling. They seemed to not feel any pain as they killed 

endlessly. 



“This parasite is much more powerful than a normal immortal-level rank-4 monster.” Yi Zheng exclaimed 

as he peeped at Lin Huang, waiting for his response. 

“Definitely a tough one.” Lin Huang remained calm as he responded with a smile. 

“I’ve seen this monster on the monster encyclopedia, it’s called something vine and it’s rare. There’s 

nothing much about this monster on the monster encyclopedia.” Yi Yeyu said. 

“It’s called the Puppet Vine, it has never appeared in the Division7 before. This monster can secrete a 

type of thread into the host’s body and control them like puppets. The host can be living thing or dead 

carcasses. It could even be fleshless skeletons. This monster has powerful parasitic abilities.” 

“But it has obvious weaknesses too. Its parasitic thread is made of Life Power with means the amount of 

host is limited to its Life Power. Looking at this vine’s combat level, the largest number of hosts it can 

get would not exceed 4,000. Moreover, if the hosts are living things, the combat level of the hosts has to 

be lower than the vine itself. Besides, the Puppet Vine doesn’t have the Supreme Intelligence skill so it 

can only control the hosts at the basic level. Most of its hosts are like puppets that wander the area 

fearless but they don’t have their own abilities. Only minority of the hosts that were synced with the 

vine for a long time would have their own abilities.” 

“Such plant monsters are afraid of fire, but most of the Puppet Vines that have evolved for many times 

would be immune toward fire to a certain level and were unafraid of fire. However, their biggest 

weakness is that they were afraid of lightning!” 

As compared to Bloody, the Puppet Vine was far behind. Yi Zheng and the rest were stunned as what Lin 

Huang told them were the weaknesses that the Puppet Vine had. 

“Most of the things that you said aren’t on the monster encyclopedia, where did you get that from?” 

Leng Yuexin could not help but ask. She had memorized the entire monster encyclopedia but she had no 

idea the Puppet Vine had so many weaknesses. 

“The monster encyclopedia that you guys read wasn’t complete.” Lin Huang explained. In reality, the 

monster encyclopedia that he had was incomplete as well. However, the edition that Mr. Fu gave him 

that was all on the parasite monsters. 

They knew what Lin Huang meant by incomplete edition. They were the royal families and they know 

there was a forbidden edition of the monster encyclopedia that could not be found in the market. The 

reason being the content was too scary where only imperial-level humans had the right to read it. 

“The Puppet Vine is coming to us now!” Bloody said before the rest could speak. 

 


